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Circumspective

Incorporating Sex As a Biological Variable in Neuropsychiatric
Research: Where Are We Now and Where Should We Be?
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Understanding the multiplicity of ways in which sex can alter the brain is essential to crafting policies and treatments that are beneficial for
all human beings. This is particularly true for the field of neuropsychopharmacology, as many neuropsychiatric disorders exhibit gender bias
in the frequency, severity, or response to treatment. The goal of this circumspective is to provide two views on the current state of the art
of the relations between sex and the brain, relations that are studied almost exclusively by comparing females and males on specific end
points, from gene expression to behavior. We start by suggesting a framework for defining what is being measured and what it means. We
suggest that ‘sex differences’ can be classified on four dimensions: (1) persistent vs transient across the lifespan; (2) context independent vs
dependent; (3) dimorphic vs continuous; and (4) a direct vs an indirect consequence of sex. To accurately classify a sex difference along
these dimensions, one may need to compare females and males under varied conditions. We next discuss current data on the mechanisms
of sexual differentiation of the brain and on sex differences in the brain to conclude that the brain of each male and female is a mosaic of
relative masculinization, feminization, and sameness, which theoretically could produce an infinite variety of individuals. We also raise the
possibility that sex differences in the brain are canalized, which may act to both enhance and restrain variation between males and females.
We end by discussing ways to consider sex when studying neuropsychiatric disorders.
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PREAMBLE
The question of whether the distinction between males and
females extends into the brain is as old as the first scientific
discourse and a hot new topic. The existence of differences
between brains of females and brains of males is not debated.
It is the origins, meaning, and magnitude of sex differences
that are often points of discord between scientists and a
source of hyperbole and exaggeration in the media. Understanding the multiplicity of ways in which sex can alter a
physiological or behavioral response is essential to crafting
appropriate policies and treatments that are beneficial and
protective of all human beings. This is particularly true for
the field of neuropsychopharmacology, which seeks to
understand and develop therapeutics for disorders that
exhibit gender bias in the frequency, severity, or response
to treatment. The recent policy shifts of major granting
institutions in the US, Canada, and the European Union
calling for increased attention to sex as a biological variable
further raises the gain for appropriate measurement and
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analyses of brain and behavior in human and non-human
females and males.
The goal of this circumspective is to provide two views on
the current state of the art of the relations between sex and
the brain. Our views are at times complementary and
overlapping, and at other times quite distinct or even
opposing. Abiding by the data is the principle that guides us
both. The existence and meaning of sex differences in the
brain are questions of such broad ranging significance and
impact that is essential for it be assessed with utmost rigor. It
is a topic worth of attention.

A FRAMEWORK FOR INTERPRETING SEX DIFFERENCES
Appropriate interpretation of the relations between sex and
the brain requires a framework for defining what is in
fact being measured and what it means. To date, the
relations between sex and the brain are studied almost
exclusively by comparing females and males on specific
end points, from gene expression to behavior, and reporting differences between the two groups. We suggest that
such ‘sex differences’ can be classified on four dimensions: (1) persistent vs transient across the lifespan; (2)
context independent vs dependent; (3) dimorphic vs
continuous; and (4) a direct vs an indirect consequence of
sex (Figure 1).
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neural underpinnings are established perinatally and consist at
least in part of sex differences in synaptic patterning in key
brain areas (McCarthy et al, 2015).
To determine whether a sex difference is persistent or
transient, context dependent or context independent, it is
necessary to compare females and males under varying prenatal and post-natal conditions established by manipulating
environmental conditions (eg, group vs individual housing,
different levels of stress), as well as at various ages.

Dimension 3: Dimorphic vs Continuous End Points

Figure 1 A framework for interpreting sex differences. The effects of sex
are typically studied by comparing a group of females with a group of males
on specific end points. The diagram charts a series of questions needed for
characterizing the sex difference observed in regards to the dimensions of
persistent vs transient, context dependent vs context independent, and
whether the end point is sexually dimorphic or continuous.

Dimensions 1 and 2: Persistent vs Transient,
Context-Independent vs -Dependent Sex Differences
Building on an analogy to the sexual differentiation of the
genitalia, the classic view of the sexual differentiation of the
brain posits that sex differences emerge already in utero and
persist largely unchanged throughout life. This is true for
some neuroanatomical end points and the physiology
and/or behaviors they control, particularly in the realm of
reproduction (Simerly, 2002; McCarthy and Rissman, 2014).
However, in many instances, both neural and behavioral sex
differences change throughout the life span. Such changes
may take place at different developmental stages (eg, the sex
difference in the size of the bed nucleus of the stria terminalis
appears in humans only at adulthood (Chung et al, 2002)), or
following a change in specific internal or external factors at a
given developmental stage (eg, the density of dendritic spines
in the rat hippocampus fluctuates across the female estrous
cycle, and is also modulated by stress in both females and
males (Woolley et al, 1990; Shors et al, 2001)). Thus, a sex
difference might be apparent at one age and not another,
or evident under stressful conditions but not in relaxed
conditions. Such sex differences are therefore both transient
and context dependent, with that context being age, hormonal
milieu, experience, and environment. Some persistent sex
differences, ie, sex differences that are established at a specific
stage of development and endure throughout life, may also be
context dependent, either at the time of their formation or of
their expression. An example of the former would be the
dependence of the size and direction of some sex differences
on the circumstances at the critical time window in which they
were established (eg, see Richardson et al, 2006; Rothstein
et al, 2008). An example of a sex difference that is apparent
only under certain circumstances is the sex-specific neuroanatomical underpinnings of some parental behaviors, which
are established neonatally, but the behavior is not expressed
before the appropriate activational hormonal milieu is
established following mating/pregnancy (Dulac et al, 2014;
Scott et al, 2015). The same is true for mating behavior in that
animals must be reproductively mature to copulate but the
Neuropsychopharmacology

For an end point to be truly sexually dimorphic, it needs to
exist in two forms, one more prevalent in one sex vs the
other. Sex behavior in rodents is an example, as there is a
male-typic and a female-typic behavior, even if males and
females occasionally exhibit the opposite sex behavior.
Another example is the size of the sexually dimorphic
nucleus of the preoptic area in rodents that is established
within the first week of life and remains larger in males into
full adulthood (Gorski et al, 1980). But for the most part,
sexual dimorphisms are infrequent and instead the sexes
differ on average along a continuum of a particular end
point, be it behavioral, neuroanatomical, or physiological.
Sometimes there is a great deal of overlap, with many males
showing similar responses to many females. Referring to
such differences as a sex dimorphism is inappropriate and
misleading (McCarthy and Konkle, 2005; Joel, 2012).
A sexually dimorphic end point that is not reversed by
context and is persistent throughout life would be termed sex
determined, because its form is determined by the sex
category of the subject. The example above of the neural
circuitry controlling some aspects of parental and mating
behavior can be considered sex determined, even though
there remains some degree of plasticity as there would with
any neural circuit.

Dimension 4: Direct vs Indirect Origins of Sex Differences
There are only two sources of biological influences of sex
on the mammalian brain: (1) XX vs XY and (2) gonadal
hormones (Figure 2). But there are a myriad of additional
factors that can cause or influence differences between
females and males. These include differences in the genitalia,
overall size, muscle mass, and sexually selected traits such as
plumage color, antlers, canine size, body hair distribution
etc. All of these can impact on behavior, as the brain cannot
be separated from the influence of the body it inhabits (de
Vries and Forger, 2015). These physical attributes also
impact how conspecifics interact with any given individual.
In humans this is a component of gender, meaning societies’
expectations and therefore modulation of behavioral norms
for males vs females. In humans and animals, the sex of a
newborn impacts the way parents behave toward the infant,
thereby modifying brain development (Moore and Morelli,
1979; McHale et al, 1999; Bowers et al, 2013). Thus, the
detection of a difference between a group of females and a
group of males in an end point may reflect the direct effects
of sex chromosomes and/or sex hormones on that end point,
or the effect of some variable that is correlated with the sex
category. In the latter case, this variable may be a direct
biological consequence of sex (eg, plumage color and antlers)
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which are a true sex dimorphism. Such characterization is
necessary for unraveling the relations between sex and
the brain in health and pathology. Moreover, these
considerations highlight the need to develop additional
experimental methods for studying sex effects.

IS THERE A MALE BRAIN AND A FEMALE BRAIN?
McCarthy

Figure 2 Direct and indirect effects of sex. The effects of sex on brain
and behavior can be direct (ie, hormones and chromosome complement)
or indirect, through sex differences in other physiological factors or in
environmental factors. The direct effects of sex chromosomes and sex
hormones may be synergetic or antagonistic. The indirect effects may
exaggerate the direct effects of hormones or chromosome complement or
act independently of other influences of sex to modulate brain and behavior.
The physiological and the environmental factors through which sex may
indirectly affect brain and behavior may themselves be a direct consequence
of sex (eg, muscle mass, antlers, and parental behavior), or, in humans
(dashed lines), may also be a consequence of gender (eg, sex roles and
socioeconomic status). In addition to influencing physiological and
environmental factors, components of gender may also affect components
of sex itself (eg, level of testosterone).

or a component of gender (eg, socioeconomic status). As has
been noted by several authors, it is impossible to disentangle
sex and gender in humans (eg, Rippon et al (2014)).
However, as both scientifically and clinically it is important
to understand the origins of observed sex differences in brain
and behavior, it is important that studies of such differences
measure or manipulate relevant internal and external
variables and not assume that a sex difference necessarily
reflects a direct sex effect (Rippon et al, 2014; Joel and
Fausto-Sterling, 2016).
In summary, although to date the kingsroad to study sex
effects on the brain is to compare males and females on
specific end points, the above discussion highlights that the
existence of a sex difference in an end point does not
necessarily entail that sex directly affects this end point or
that this effect is permanent and will be seen under all
conditions. Therefore, although many sex differences have
been observed at different levels, from gene expression,
through morphology, to behavior, suggesting that sex affects
the brain, much work is still needed to better characterize
these differences—which reflect the direct effects of sex and
which reflect only variables that co-vary with sex, which are
permanent and which transient, which are context dependent and which are not, and which reflect a shift in the
distribution of females relative to males or vice versa and

My personal research goal is to discover the basic cellular
and molecular mechanisms by which sex differences in the
brain are established by hormones early in development.
Within this framework, we have identified multiple signal
transduction cascades that are induced by estradiol. These
include activation of specific kinases, synthesis, and activity
modulation of various enzymes, changes in structural and
anchoring proteins, induction of transcription factors and
epigenetic modifications (McCarthy et al, 2015). The striking
thing is not the diversity of mechanisms as much as it is the
highly region specific distribution of distinct mechanisms.
For instance, a signal transduction cascade mediated by PKA
might be essential in one region, whereas IP3 kinase is in
another and so on, with no overlap or commonality between
them. Others have seen the same thing and even within a
region mechanisms will vary yet be mediated by the same
steroid. In one particularly striking example, there is a
hypothalamic nucleus that is larger in females because of cell
death in that region in males. Both dopaminergic and
GABAergic neurons die in male early in the development,
but the mechanism of cell death is entirely different for each
cell type (Krishnan et al, 2009; Waters and Simerly, 2009).
A laundry list of all of the distinct cellular mechanisms
mediating neuroanatomical and neurophysiological end
points would fill pages and remain incomplete, as there is
surely more to be discovered. But the larger message in this
multitude of mechanisms is the unavoidable conclusion that
there cannot be uniform masculinization or feminization of
the entire brain. With so many different points of variability,
both in allelic or imprinting genetic variants and in
sensitivity to internal and external factors, it is inevitable
that within the brain of a male there will be some regions
that are strongly masculinized, whereasa others will be less so
or even skewed toward feminized and vice versa. Thus, the
brain of each male and female is a mosaic of relative
masculinization, feminization, and sameness. The result is an
infinite variety of individuals both within and between
the sexes.
Now I am going to appear to contradict myself. A mosaic
is not the same thing as a blend. A blend is a smooth
continuum of change and in the context of sex differences
would suggest that males and females seamlessly vary from
one end to the other. If true, this should be evident in the
data. Lets take an imaginary end point that is on average
different in males and females. If the distribution of values
for the end point in males and females lies along a
continuum, then quantification of a small number of subjects
would be predicted to detect a small sex difference in the
mean and a high degree of variability. If, however, the
imaginary end point is even weakly bimodal in its
distribution based on sex, a sampling of a small number of
subjects would result in a large magnitude average difference
Neuropsychopharmacology
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and small variability. This would only increase the more
sharply bimodal the distribution. We have found this to be
the case for a large number of sexually differentiated end
points in the developing rat brain, ranging from density of
dendritic spines, to morphology of astroglia and microglia to
rates of cell genesis (see for review McCarthy (2016)).
Moreover, we also find that when we induce masculinization
in neonatal females by means of hormone injections, we
never produce a ‘super-male’, meaning the end point never
exceeds that achieved normally in males. So either all
masculinized end points in males are at a maximum, which
seems unlikely, or some factor is acting as a governor to
prevent further masculinization of the end point. Likewise,
we rarely see end points in females that become more
extreme in response to some manipulation. So either all
feminized end points are also at a maximum, or some factor
is acting as a governor to prevent further feminization or
defeminization in females. It is possible that this is
exaggerated by or even an outright artifact of the constrained
conditions under which we rear laboratory animals. But it
may also be biological. This combination of an apparent
bimodal distribution and an intrinsic limitation on the
ranges is suggestive of the process of canalization. Canalization was first coined as a term by Waddington to connote the
process of differentiation, whereby once a particular path is
chosen others are excluded (Waddington, 1959). More
recently, canalization is evoked to explain the robustness of
species in the face of continuous onslaught by agents of
change (Rohner et al, 2013). Robustness refers here to the
maintenance of a narrow phenotype. Organisms are
constantly challenged by changes in the internal and external
environment and spontaneous genetic mutations. Robustness in the face of these challenges prevents individuals from
drifting out of the range of phenotypic variation for that
species. A number of different agents mediate robustness.
The two most well characterized are chaperone proteins,
which maintain proper protein folding and trafficking, and
microRNAs which regulate transcription and often impose a
threshold for protein synthesis (Ruden et al, 2003; Posadas
and Carthew, 2014). I propose that sex differences in the
brain are also subject to canalization to assure that males and
females are robustly different on multiple end points, but to
also assure not too much. The sexes need to stay within
range of each other. This could be simply for the sake of
optimal physiological and behavioral functioning, which
provides the basis for the boundaries. It could also be to
avoid a significant enough divergence in male and female
performance that they were no longer reproductively
compatible. Whether or not sex differences in the brain are
canalized is an empirically testable question and the answer
awaits future research.

Joel
In recent years, I have been attempting to answer whether
sex differences in the brain ‘add up’ to create two types of
brains, ‘male’ and ‘female’. For this to be true, the effects of
sex should be dimorphic, ie, result in the formation of
distinct ‘male’ and ‘female’ types, and internally consistent,
ie, that all elements of a single brain are either ‘male’ or
‘female’ (Joel, 2011, 2012; Joel and Fausto-Sterling, 2016). As
McCarthy reviewed above, the complexity and independence
Neuropsychopharmacology

of masculinization and feminization of different brain tissues
predict poor internal consistency in the degree of ‘maleness–
femaleness’ of different features within a single brain (Joel,
2011, 2012). Moreover, evidence that the effects of sex may
be opposite under different environmental conditions and
that these sex-by-environment interactions may be different
for different brain features suggests that brains are comprised
of a ‘mosaic’ of features, some more common in males and
others more common in females. We have recently found that
in the human brain—having great variability in the degree of
‘maleness–femaleness’ of different features within a single
brain was much more common than having internal
consistency in the degree of ‘maleness–femaleness’ of different
features. This was true regardless of sample, age, imaging
method (T1-weighted or diffusion tensor), or type of analysis
(volume based, surface based, or connectivity). In all cases,
most brains were comprised of unique mosaics of features,
some more common in males compared with females, others
more common in females compared with males, and others
common in both females and males (Joel et al, 2015). It thus
seems that rather than consisting of two distinct populations
of brains, ie, ‘male brains’ and ‘female brains’, the population
of human brains consists of many ‘types’ of brains that are
similarly common in females and males, and some rare ‘types’
of brains, which are more likely in one sex over the other (eg,
although brains in which all features are consistently towards
the ‘male-end’ of the ‘maleness–femaleness’ continuum are
rare, they are more common in males compared with females
(Joel and Fausto-Sterling, 2016)).
The question of whether brains of females and males belong
to two distinct populations has implications for studies of the
relations between sex and the brain as well as for studies of
brain structure and function in general (Joel and FaustoSterling, 2016). This is because if brains belong to two distinct
populations, then the sex category should be included as a
variable in every analysis of brain structure and function to
control for sex-related variability. On the other extreme, if
brains belong to a single population, then including a binary
sex category as a variable is not only unnecessary but would
most likely result in the discovery of false sex differences, ie,
differences that reflect a chance difference between the group
of females and the group of males included in the study (Joel,
2011; Joel and Fausto-Sterling, 2016). Further studies are
needed to unravel how best to characterize the population of
human brains—do they belong to a single population, to
several distinct populations (ie, distinct brain types), or to two
distinct types? And a similar analysis should be done for
brains of other animals.
Last, our work has revealed that sex differences in the brain
do not ‘add up’ structurally—ie, the degree of ‘maleness–
femaleness’ of one brain feature showing a sex difference does
not necessarily match the degree of ‘maleness–femaleness’ of
another brain feature showing a sex difference (Joel et al,
2015). Others have already pointed out that sex differences in
the brain also do not ‘add up’ functionally—ie, a sex difference
may be functionally ‘compensating’ for another sex difference,
rather than adding to it to make the two sex categories more
distinct (de Vries, 2004).
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FUTURE DIRECTIONS: HOW SHOULD WE CONSIDER SEX
WHEN STUDYING NEUROPSYCHIATRIC DISORDERS?
McCarthy
The US National Institutes of Health (NIH) mandated that
women be incorporated into clinical trials almost 25 years
ago. As a result, the representation of women in NIH funded
research trials increased markedly, but our understanding of
differences in the health of men vs women did not. Gender
bias in neuropsychiatric disorders is pervasive and robust.
Males suffer disproportionately from disorders with origins
in development, whereas females are over-represented in
those with adult onset (Bao and Swaab, 2011). Yet the
enormous tractability of comparing neural and behavioral
processes in males vs females in the preclinical realm has
been largely ignored. The reasons for this are unclear but
likely have origins in the assumption that sex differences in
the brain are limited to the control of reproduction and that
neural substrates mediating more complex cognitive and
emotional response profiles would not differ. The discovery
of robust neural plasticity in the adult hippocampus
mediated by the gonadal hormone, estradiol, up ended this
assumption, and opened the door to the possibility of sex
differences in the realm of cognition, emotionality, sociability, and stress responding. The initial studies from the
McEwen lab reported surprisingly high degrees of neural
plasticity across the female estrus cycle (Woolley and
McEwen, 1992). In retrospect, this may have further
contributed to the exclusion of females from preclinical
studies as researchers sought to avoid the additional
variability introduced by including both sexes. Thus, despite
the persistent reports of profound sex differences in
neuroanatomical, neurophysiological, and behavioral end
points relevant to neuropsychiatric disorders, the representation of females was driven even lower. An analysis of
research published in 2009 in the neurosciences and
pharmacology (which relied heavily on psychopharmacology
journals) found 50–60% used only male animals, whereas an
alarming 10–25% did not note the sex of the animal they
were using. In the field of physiology, 12.5% of studies
included both sexes and 30% of those looked for a difference,
meaning only 3.75% of studies incorporated sex as a
biological variable. Estimates are slightly better but comparable for neuroscience and psychopharmacology (Beery and
Zucker, 2010).
The question now is what is the best way to rectify this gap
going forward. The challenges are both daunting and more
easily addressed than one would assume. First is to dispense
with the notion that all studies must include females in equal
numbers and in all stages of the estrus cycle, essentially
quadrupling the n. Retrospective analyses of both behavioral
and genomic studies reveal that the variability introduced
by the female estrus cycle is minimal and at times surpassed
by the variability introduced due to housing conditions
(ie, grouped vs isolated; Prendergast et al, 2014). Second is
that everything does not need to be repeated in females.
Instead, as studies move forward, there should be inclusion
of some female subjects and a post hoc analysis that includes
sex as a biological variable. A number of recent publications
offer guidance on sample size and power analyses etc. But the
important point is that studies do not need to be powered to

detect a sex difference, they need to be powered to detect
effects of the manipulation under study and to incorporate
sex as a variable (McCarthy, 2015). But there are some
serious challenges. Behavioral readouts for assessing depressive or anxious behavior in animals are not always applicable
to both sexes. The social-defeat model in mice, which has
provided excellent traction for understanding the neural
basis of depression (Golden et al, 2011), cannot be used in
females. Freezing behavior measured in conditioned fear
tests is also not appropriate to females (Gruene et al, 2015).
Sex differences in the Morris water maze are more a byproduct of the stress than actual spatial learning (PerrotSinal, 1996), and the list goes on. This does not mean that
these behavioral assays are not valuable, but it does demand
that we constrain our conclusions about the generalizability
of findings and that when necessary, we develop new tests to
assess the effects in females. Increased awareness of the
importance and the heuristic value of including females in
preclinical research will be to the benefit of all neuropsychiatric research.

Joel
I think answering this question is the major challenge of
scientists studying the relations between sex and the brain as
well as between sex and other systems. I also think we need
to study how to study sex, because current data do not suffice
to answer this question. To date, we do not assess sex, ie,
genes and hormones, but rather use the sex categories
(female and male) as a proxy of sex (Maney, 2016). This is
however a very poor proxy because it does not capture the
interactions between the different components of sex
(eg, Arnold et al, 2013) nor their dynamic and reactive
aspects (eg, the wide fluctuations in the level of the three
main gonadal hormones, estradiol, progesterone, and
testosterone, within individuals of both sex categories as a
function of multiple factors, including environmental (eg,
time of day) and social (eg, status; van Anders et al, 2014)).
Future studies would hopefully advance our understanding
of these aspects of sex, and lead to the development
of methods for incorporating measures of sex into studies
of brain and behavior. Only by correlating direct measures of
sex (eg, expression of genes and level of hormones) with
measures of brain and behavior, and by assessing the effects
of manipulations of the different components of sex on brain
and behavior, can we appreciate sex effects on the brain.
Until such methods are routinely used, it is important that
we are always aware of the limitations of the current practice
of comparing females and males as a means to unravel
sex effects, and avoid interpreting every sex difference as
revealing direct, context-independent and persistent sex
effects.
I suggest three principles that should govern studies of
brain and behavior. First, all studies should include equal
numbers of females and males as subjects, to represent a
species’ variability, regardless of whether sex effects are of
interest or not and whether there is evidence that males and
females are similar or different in the end point to be
measured. Second, as explained above, researchers should
consider whether sex category should be included as a
variable in the analysis of the results, on the basis of existing
knowledge regarding the relations between sex and the end
Neuropsychopharmacology
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point to be measured (Joel and Fausto-Sterling, 2016). As
McCarthy points out above and I have stressed previously
(Joel and Fausto-Sterling, 2016), even if sex category is used
as a variable, studies which do not aim to assess sex effects
(eg, studies of the neural or behavioural effects of a
pharmacological manipulation) should not be powered to
detect differences between females and males, but rather to
detect differences between the different experimental conditions (eg, vehicle-treated vs drug-treated groups). In such
studies, however, it is important to check whether the effects
of the manipulation are different in females and in males, ie,
to look for interactions between sex category and the
manipulation (this should be done by looking at the actual
data not just the statistics, which at this point may not be
powered enough to detect a significant interaction). Only
when the data suggest a sex category-by-manipulation
interaction, doubling the number of animals is required, to
allow the assessment of the effects of the manipulation in
females and in males separately. Third, if a difference
between females and males is found and is large enough to
encourage further investigation, revealing the type of
relations between sex and the phenomena under study
requires a comparison between males and females under
several pre- and post-natal conditions. Although we often
implicitly assume that a sex difference reflects a direct effect
of sex, which is context independent and persistent, very few
sex differences, if at all, have been demonstrated under
varied enough conditions to support such an assumption.
Testing under multiple conditions is necessary if one is to
conclude that a certain end point is persistent, context
independent, and sexually dimorphic. It is even more
difficult to conclude that a difference between females and
males is a direct effect of sex and not of a biological or
environmental variable that correlates with sex. In animals,
such a conclusion requires that studies either control for
physiological variables (eg, weight) and avoid environmental
variables (eg, housing conditions) that show sex differences,
or systematically manipulate these factors. In humans it is
critical to also assess psychological and social variables that
correlate with sex category and that may be relevant to the
phenomenon under study (Joel and Fausto-Sterling, 2016).

SUMMARY
McCarthy
The field of neuroscience is no longer in its infancy, but it is
certainly not mature. We are still largely in a discovery phase,
with much of the science directed towards understanding
how the brain works at the most basic level under normal
conditions. Review articles and textbooks are filling with
sweeping statements of fact about the fundamentals, but
many of these have not been confirmed to be equally true for
males and females. Recent studies have revealed that we can
take nothing for granted. Sex differences occur at the
molecular, cellular, physiological, and behavioral level, and
are pervasive across the brain, lifespan, and context. But does
this mean that 40 years of progress needs to be repeated? Few
would agree and so the challenge is to strike the right balance
between inclusion of both sexes and unimpeded progress. As
we have discussed at length throughout this circumspective,
end points influenced by sex may be persistent, transient,
Neuropsychopharmacology

context dependent, or serve more to bring the sexes together
than drive them apart. But this does not negate the
importance of a sex difference at any given time for any
given end point and this possibility should be considered. To
do this, in my opinion, one needs only to include females in
the group of subjects being examined. It does not need to be
half, but it should not be 10% either. When data analyses are
conducted, multivariate statistics that address sex as a
biological variable should reveal if this is an important
contributor to the response. The study does not need to be
powered to detect sex differences, only to detect if sex is a
contributing variable (McCarthy, 2015). If it is not, future
studies should always include females, because, why not? If
sex is an important variable, then the investigator can decide
to exploit the heuristic power of comparing males and
females, or decide to move on and restrict future conclusions
to half the population.

Joel
There is no doubt that the genetic and hormonal components of sex affect many aspects of physiology, including the
brain, and that understanding these effects will advance
human health. Therefore, there should be no doubt that
including female and male subjects in all studies of brain and
behavior is necessary. The question is whether and how we
should treat sex as a variable in the analysis of the results.
The challenge we face is moving away from dominant
preconceptions of sex based mainly on an analogy to sex
effects on the genitalia, and developing new concepts and
methods of investigation that better suit the complex
relations between sex and the brain. Efforts should be
directed to a better understanding of sex itself, ie, its genetic
and hormonal components and their interactions, as well as
of the interactions of these components with other genetic,
hormonal, developmental, and environmental factors. In
parallel, acknowledging the importance of such interactions
in the realm of sex and the brain, the current practice of
comparing females and males should take context into
account, by assessing females and males under multiple
conditions, to reveal the type of relations between sex and the
brain: persistent or transient, context dependent or independent. That sex effects may be context dependent also means
that one cannot easily generalize from a single study to other
conditions and other species. Finally, it is important to
remember that although comparing females and males is to
date the main experimental method for studying sex effects,
not every sex difference reflects a genuine sex effect.
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